LOGISTIC LECTURES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PARTICIPANTS OF THE WMS-DATABASE

The »Team warehouse logistics« of the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics offers you, as a participant of the WMS Database, the exclusive opportunity to book current logistics lectures. The presentations are held by experts from various fields of intralogistics. With these presentations you can provide partners, customers and interested parties at events (e.g. customer days) with a professional and innovative insight into the logistics of the future.

We offer you the following logistical topics:

**FASHION LOGISTICS**
- Tailor-made solution for dynamic logistics
- Effects of online trade on intralogistics in fashion industry

**LEAN WAREHOUSING**
- Lean Management as enabler of digitalization
- Managing demographic change with Lean Warehousing

**COGNITIVE ERGONOMICS**
- Ideal workplace design with focus on the mental workload
- Ideal design of the cooperation between people and technology

**WMS**
- Opportunities and risks in selection and implementation of a WMS
- Trends and developments in WMS market

**INTRALOGISTICS PLANNING**
- Rethinking planning – New approaches to short-cycle planning
- Intralogistics Solutions – Picking on the way to automation

**LOGISTICS 4.0**
- Introduction of digitalization in intralogistics
- »Think big, start small« – Introduction of Logistics 4.0 in companies

**INTRALOGISTICS PLANNING**
- Rethinking planning – New approaches to short-cycle planning
- Intralogistics Solutions – Picking on the way to automation

**OUR SERVICE:**
- Lecture of approx. 30 minutes
- In German or English language
- The costs of the lecture amount to 1,500 € plus travel expenses

If you are interested in one of the lectures mentioned, the following contact options are available to you:

- E-Mail: info@warehouse-logistics.com
- Phone: +49 (0) 231/ 9743 – 214

For more information contact your responsible validator directly.